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Sabbatical Odyssey in Search of a Pot
DALEENE MENNING

Winter of 1988 was my recent sabbatical leave and I was able to rejoice in the luxury of quiet time when I could put two consecutive thoughts together without interruption. The end result of that astounding experience was a very productive period
for my work as an artist. However, it wasn't all smooth sailing and it seemed interesting to write down my experiences to better understand how they influenced my work.
Perhaps other faculty members have experienced the same whirlwind of activity in
preparation for a leave as I did. The rush to find someone to come and teach in my
place, time needed to help get that person squared away, clearing the decks of looseends all served to lend excitement to the knowledge that I would soon be having time
to get to my work.
At last, the day arrived and I didn't have to go to class and teach. Let-down and
anxiety took over for a bit! All the ideas that had been brimming over in my head,
including the ones in my proposal, seemed to vanish in the air. Could I pick up the
elusive threads of my creative work after spotty productivity during the three previous
years? Teaching and raising a family had taken their toll in time and fatigue and my
creative life had been pretty bumpy with many starts and frustrations. Now, at last,
I looked at six months of relatively free time with no teaching, and older, more independent children. Could I do what I wanted? Could I accomplish my goals?
Fortunately, I had been invited to exhibit in a show of Michigan Potters in Port
Huron in February. The exhibition theme was cups and each artist was to submit
two. It seemed like a small task that I could do to get warmed up. I had never made
much that was small before and had little previous interest in function. This was to
be a new experience for me. Small is not to be equated with quick and a series of
twelve to fifteen of them took a very long time. I spent long hours giving them a painterly
surface with the glazes, colored clay slips and inscribed lines in the clay. Each one
was unique. I had never made a set of anything, preferring to work in a series. I sent
off two to the exhibition, gave one or two away to friends, and exhibited a few at
Eberhard Center during its spring opening, along with other pieces made right after
the cups.
My sabbatical proposal had said I wanted to do some large-size pieces, three to four
feet high, and somehow use the theme of family as image or metaphor in the work;
but I wasn't sure how I was going to do it. While I never got to the images of family
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in any traditional or recognizable way, I did involve one member of my family in quite
an unexpected way.
My little daughter, age nine, spent some time with me in the studio on some of
those long, snowy winter days when her school was closed. She aamired the cups I
had been working on and drew some pictures of them in the flat symboli c way of
kids that age. While doing so, she accidentally rearranged the proportions and parts
quite remarkably in her drawing and even added her own surface designs, which she
took from looking at my marks on the clay surfaces. I looked at those drawings and
a real sense of excitement and idea hit me! I asked her if I cou ld build the drawings
she had just made out of clay and explained it would be a co llaboration of the two
of us. She was thrilled and h appily made at least twenty to thirty more drawings for
me to make, quite ignoring the physical laws of balance and gravity. H owever, some
cou ld be translated into three-dimensional form, and I began. She came to the studio
often to see which ones I was working on. Thus began the notion of flat pots. I built
quite a few, some four feet high, all of wh ich broke for one technical reason or another.
Several of the thirty-inch pieces made it through the kiln, but due to their flatness
they warped and leaned and did other unseemly things. A coup le of the successfu l
ones of this group were exhibited also at Eberhard Center. But I had to stop and develop
a clay body, fired to a low temperature, that would not warp and still be strong enough
to take the unusua l forms.

"Heart Cups," stoneware (1988)
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By now I was really getting into the rhythm of daily creative work and the frustration of having to stop and do a series of technical explorations did seem daunting
at first. It allowed me, though, to think again about the forms and mull over ideas
while I performed the rather boring technical tasks. I looked at the cups, at the new
flat, but warped pieces, and at some of the older ones from the last three years and
decided that if I was interested in vessels, I might as well look at some of the greatest
ones. The search was on.
I turned away from the highly volatile world of contemporary clay work, having
just returned from a long visit to the West Coast and the National Ceramic Conference where my visual sensibilities had been exhausted. Instead, I sought out the classic pots of ancient Greece. In the middle of Allendale, Michigan, our Library was the
best source, although a trip to Chicago museums was also helpful.
The Greek pots carry much of the information of daily life and customs of that ancient
civilization in the form of vase painting- in reality slip decorating and drawing. My
reason for wanting to deal with the family in my work was similar in motive to the
Greek potters' - to record daily life. I began to draw the ancient pots: at first, accurate
little renditions of how they looked in silhouette with their handles and parts. As I
drew, the pots loosened up and began to take on the natural characteristics of humans,
which is appropriate since we have anatomical names for their parts. Pots have mouths,
necks, shoulders, feet and so on. Now the little sketches leaped off the page like characters
from life. Warriors and ladies, some graceful, some pregnant, some sad or lonely. Ideas,
ideas all over the place and the clay wasn't working! Large flat vessels replaced round
ones, and instead of images moving across the surface in layers, like the ancient pots,
the whole pot itself in a posture of movement: dead clay carcasses all over the floor! New

clay - mess, mess, mess. Draw large paper templates, work out proportions on the wall,
wedge clay, build the piece, they crack apart and fall down. A vicious cycle of excitement
and frustration.
Slowly, a few of them decided to stay put together. The third try on the clay body
was stronger, nylon fibers in the clay helping a bit. Colored clay slips were brushed
on suggesting some of the movements of the overall shape and some references to the
classical pieces. Done! Then they started warping in the drying! These things have
a life of their own. More broken pieces. Start over, rebuild some, thicker, sturdier. Use cotton cheesecloth dipped in clay to reinforce fragile joinings. At last a group go to the kiln.
The morning I opened the kiln door was like Christmas and childhood birthdays
all rolled into one. Tension! The rows of bricks of the kiln door came down one at
a time and light filled the dark cavern of the kiln. Things looked promising. Alas,
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there were some cracks and some nasty surprises, but most made it through: only six
finished from that first batch.
Summer was well along now, and I stopped to take a long journey to the West Coast
to visit aging parents and relatives and show the kids a good time. I could hardly pull
myself away. The work was going so well, with ideas tumbling out of my head and
pencil faster than I could work. However, the rest did me good. I was able to visit
galleries and museums along the way. It set my mind free for several weeks and, upon
returning in late August, I went into the studio with great energy and new skill and
built eleven new pieces with practically no problems. The images flowed in my mind.
It was a terrific high with the kind of inner energy and excitement that Maslow describes
as a "peak experience."
There was a brief time for sharing the whole new group of finished work with colleagues, students and friends. We had a viewing party in my studio. Then the pieces
all got packed up and sent out to an exhibition on the other side of the state. What
fun that was, and a privilege. But what a let down to walk into a nearly empty studio
after all the time I had spent there producing the wonderful new things which were
now all gone. It was like sending my children away.
Now the pieces are back home and the energy they bring urges me on to do more.
They are leaving now in twos and threes for smaller exhibits and new work is underway. The studio has been cleaned up, broken clay has been reworked and is ready
to use once more.
The series is strong in my mind and I know I can make twenty or thirty more; yet
they will change as I go along. There will be new insights, new ideas and different
influences that come to bear. My daughter no longer makes flat drawings. The family
theme still eludes me, but the work in my mind and heart is full of energy bubbling
over with images that feel honest and original, not derivative. The work is satisfying
and mystical and draws me on.
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"Rapunzel Amphora,"
terra cotta, 26" x 14" (1988)
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"Kylix of Fire," terra cotta, 18" x 36" (1988)
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"Pregnant Amphora,"
terra cotta, 28" x 18" (1988)

"Amphora Anna," graphite and
oil crayon drawing ( 1988)
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"Soldier Hydria," terra cotta,
24" X 24" (1988)
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"March of the Hydrias," graphite and
oil crayon drawing (1988)
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